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Cover Image.
Brad Joyce captured the ‘Stobart Pullman’ departing Southampton for Fareham.
Further details on this train working can be found within this edition.
My thanks to both Brad Joyce & Doug Lindsay for the use of the photographs and
Doug for the interesting behind the scenes view of the train working on Page 17.

Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 61.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and images for inclusion within
this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by email or printing a copy, to any one you may know who will also be interested in
reading about matters Pullman.

Information Required.
I will welcome any information on the Pullman car located on your local preserved
railway or in use as a static Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe News and the
Pullman Car Services Archive.
Information is for sharing - not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.61, please forward by February 27th.
Coupe News No.61 will be published on March 1st.
Editorial Address:
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
Coupe News editions 1 to 60 and all Special Editions can be sourced at: http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html
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Editors note to the readership.
Have you missed a copy of Coupe News, or changing your e-mail address, or wish to
be removed from the mailing list.
Please e-mail to the editorial address with your request, it’s as simple as that.
Some readers do not receive copies as published for one reason or another.
I do get bounce backs advising that an e-mail address no longer exists or the mail box
full. If by the 5th of each month your copy fails to arrive, please e-mail the editorial
address and I will forward to you the missing edition.
We now remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule
number as this edition of Coupe News.

Pre 1960 Schedule No:
Post 1960 Schedule No:
Name:
Type of Car:
Into Service:
Builder:
Tare:
Covers:

61.
62.
FAIR MAID OF PERTH.
Dining.
May 1914.
Cravens Limited, Sheffield.
423/4t.
30.

1914 May:

Enters service on the Caledonian Railway.

1919:

Reconditioned by Craven.

1933:

Sold to the LMSR.

Free Newsletters/Magazines:
Daily newsletter (Monday to Friday) from Pat Hammond covering model railway news,
views and products.
www.mremag.com
Raildate is a weekly newsletter (Friday) covering general railway subjects with links to
sites for further information, from Hursley Park Model Railway Society.
http://www.ibmhursleyclub.org.uk/ss/hpmrs/
Railway Herald is a colour magazine which has recently been updated and covers today
scene on the railway.
www.railwayherald.co.uk
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Look Back At Pullman.
1948 – March 60 Years Ago:
March 26th:

5 Bel unit 3053 is attached to the 2pm Victoria to Brighton and
return 5.25pm Brighton Belle working.
The unit (3053) covering Royal Train duties conveying HRH
Queen Elizabeth (Later to be HRH the Queen Mother).

1958 – March 50 Years Ago:
March 9th:

Noted hauling the “Harrogate Sunday Pullman” past Bramhope
Tunnel Class D49/2 No.62749 ‘The Cottesmore’.

March 24th:

A3 Class Pacific No.60033 noted hauling the six car Pullman
Formation of the “Cutlers Feast” Kings Cross to Sheffield.
The “Down” working is timed at 2 hours 55 minutes.

March 25th:

The “Up” “Cutlers Feast” is timed at 2 hours 58 minutes.

March 28th:

HRH Queen Elizabeth returns from a visit to the Netherlands.
Shorncliffe to Windsor via Ashford, Herne Hill, Factory Jctn &
Clapham Jctn (West London).
Bulleid Pacific No.34037 hauling Pullman cars ISLE OF THANET,
AQUILA, ARIES & MINERVA.

1968 – March 40 Years Ago:
March 9th:

Two “Bristol Blue Pullman” sets chartered by Bristol City Football
Club to Leeds “Chairman Special”.

March 30th:

Ex-Devon Belle Observation car now SC281 and Mk1 Pullman
car CAR No.336. 07.30 Grimsby – Aintree (Grand National) via
Retford and Sheffield.

1973– March 35 Years Ago:
March:

Pullman car RUTH noted at Swindon Works internally stripped.

1978 – March 30 Years Ago:
March 4th:

Brighton Football Club charter Brighton – Bolton the formation
includes Mk1 Pullman car E314E (HAWK).
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ADVANCE INFORMATION: Available Spring 2008.
In this lavishly illustrated book, No.1 in a series, here for the first time is the
full record of the luxury British 12 wheel Pullman cars (built between 1908 1923) which graced such celebrated pre-war trains as the ‘Southern Belle’,
‘Harrogate Pullman’ and ‘Eastern Belle’, and post-war the ‘Bournemouth
Belle’ and Ocean Liner expresses.
“PULLMAN PROFILE No 1 The 12-WHEEL CARS” presents a fascinating,
comprehensive and nostalgic record to the reader and captures an era when
the familiar umber and cream Pullman cars flourished at a time when quality
really did matter.
Nowadays, the Pullman Car Co is an enterprise that continues to attract a
widespread following, not only from railway enthusiasts but also from those
with a more general interest in by-gone luxury travel.
This is scarcely surprising as Pullman was synonymous for superior accommodation
and a high level of service.
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The book highlights the innovative approach promoted by the company, both in its
operations and in the design and engineering of its vehicles. The Author has drawn on
primary source material including official construction and technical drawings, together
with a fabulous array of quality exterior and interior views of most of the cars - many of
which have never been reproduced before -- including original photographs
commissioned by the builders.
Pullman recognised and appreciated the value of publicity – the inauguration of
new services or even new vehicles provided them with opportunities to impress
the media of the day. In these and other respects Pullman was unrivalled, yet in
other ways it was conservative and restrained.
Antony M Ford has presented a wide range of material and ephemera,
painstakingly collected over many years. In so doing he describes the development of
the cars in detail and their breathtaking artistic craftsmanship and style. Included are
full listings of all the 12-wheel cars, their dimensions, train formation and disposal
data.
Published by Kevin Robertson under the imprint
Kevin Robertson Books
PO Box 279
Corhampton
SOUTHAMPTON
SO32 3ZX
Tel / Fax 01489 877880
www.kevinrobertsonbooks.co.uk
Available: Spring 2008
Price: TBC
ISBN: 978-1-90641900-4
Hardback Landscape format 210mm x 297mm
Approx 100 pages, including 16 in colour. Copious illustrations, tables and plans.
Available from your usual source, or direct from the publisher.
Trade representations by: Ian Allan Publishing Ltd. Riverdene Business Park,
Molesey Road, HERSHAM, Surrey. KT12 4RG. 01932 266600
Distributed by: Littlehampton Books Services Ltd. Faraday Close, Durrington,
Worthing, West Sussex, BN13 3RB. 01903 828800
NOODLE BOOKS
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MIDDLESBROUGH MODEL RAILWAY CLUB – 2008 EXHIBITION

Saturday & Sunday May 17th & 18th - Opening at 10am
Settlement Community Centre - Union Street - Middlesbrough - TS1 5NQ
This year’s exhibition will include the first public operational display of the Clubs
long awaited layout of the original Billingham Station in the era of the mid 1950’s
to early 1960’s.
Also exhibiting this year.
Gairloch & Wester Ross “009” – What might have been in NW Scotland.
Whiteadder Jctn “EM” – What might have been LNER Scotland.
Uganda Railways Gauge 1 – 1900 Colonial scene.
Dyna Hyfryd “N” – North Wales in the late 1940’s in GWR.
Vicker Lane “0” – North East England 1950’s to 1970’s.
Fellburn “00” – North Tyneside Electrified Lines circa 1947.
Lillesdorf “N” – German Railways a Fictitious Setting.
Spital “P4” – Fictitious Setting on the Stainmore Route of 1910 NER.
Carters Dock “00” – North East England Dock Scene, Fictitious Mid 1960’s.
Further layouts to be announced – WHATCH THIS SPACE.
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Trade Stands – Refreshments – Free Car Parking
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Terry,
Do you per chance have any of the formations of the LNER 12-wheel Pullmans.
I have one photo of 'Harrogate Pullman' with allegedly Car 41 behind the loco; and
another on the 'Sheffield Pullman’. I am trying to work out which cars that went to the
SR, worked on what trains on the ER.
I am also trying to find ROOF photos of Cars 41, 94/5, SUNBEAM and ROSALIND for
the positions of the ventilators and fans.
Any help will be very much appreciated.
Regards,
Mark Arscott

In response to Marks request reader Geoffrey Cox has forwarded the following
information.
In response to ‘Coupe News 59’– a request from Mark Arscott, asking about the LNER
12-wheeled Pullmans transferred to the SR and which LNER trains they worked in.
Eight of the 12-wheeled LNER Pullman cars were transferred to the SR - TC50/1 circa
1925, 40/1 in 1931, 94/5 (ex ANSONIA & ARCADIA) in 1946 and TC45 & 47 in 1947.
All 26 of the 12-wheeled LNER Pullman Buffet cars (later called Kitchen cars) were
inherited from a 15 year contract with the GER, 20 were built in 1920/1 with full width
vestibules ANSONIA, ARCADIA, CAMBRIA, CATANIA, CORSAIR; ALBION, ALEXANDRA,
NEVADA, ATLANTA & COLUMBIA - with 21 seats.
Plus 3rd class cars TC40 to 47 and two 2ndclass cars, which became third class TC57
& 56 in 1923 - all built with 47 seats.
Six more thirds were supplied in 1923, but built with narrow vestibules and 33 seats –
TC48 to 53. TC50 & 51 became TC17 & 19 after transfer to the SR.
In GER service the Pullman cars were either used singly or in pairs. The two 2nd class
cars were used on the two boat trains – The Hook Continental and the Antwerp
Continental. Both trains had a 1st & 2nd pair in the Spring and Summer of 1921, but
then the Hook train had its 2nd replaced by another 1st.
The only GER all-Pullman train was the 7-car, Sunday only, ‘Clacton Pullman’ 192228, with six thirds and one first, plus GER brake vans initially.
Due to the grouping of the Big-4 railway companies in 1923 the LNER acquired the
GER Pullman contract. This would run for 15 years from the time that the last of the 26
cars was delivered, and there were still 6 to be delivered from the 1922 order.
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The Pullman service on the GER hadn’t been a commercial success so far and after
the LNER took over it was suggested that an all-Pullman train to Harrogate be
considered. This was approved and the ‘Harrogate Pullman’ came into being in June
1923.
It was initially composed of completely new stock, including the six new 1923 GE
cars TC48-53, with three in each of the two 6-car train sets. To complete the sets six
new 8-wheeled SR cars were added, three 1st Buffets and one 1st Parlour
(ROSEMARY), plus two thirds; with two firsts and one third in each set. At the end of
each formation was an LNER group bogie brake van. The Railway Gazette 1923 pt2,
gives the train formation for one of the sets as - TC55(SR), TC50, TC49, TC48,
IRENE(SR), FORTUNA(SR). Possibly this was the intended formation but
contemporary photo’s show that the first class cars were always in the centre of each
set. The other set would have used the other 6 cars in a similar formation, i.e.
TC54(SR), TC53, ROSEMARY(SR), IOLANTHE(SR), TC52, TC51. Note that only one
set had a 1st Parlour. Four of the GE cars were also transferred from the GE section to
the GN in 1923 for the service, an ex 2nd, 2 x 1sts, plus a 3rd. The GE cars aren’t seen
in many photos of the train so it’s assumed that they were normally used as spares for
it.
In March 1924 the LNER TRAFFIC COMMITTEE concluded that as the Pullman’s in
use on the GE section were lightly loaded and also competed with the Company's own
refreshment cars then apart from on the two boat trains they could be better utilised
elsewhere. By May 1924, apart from the two boat trains, all other LNER GE section
Pullman services had ended and another 12 cars were transferred to the GN section.
This left just 4 first class cars working on the two London-Harwich boat trains. The
cars on these services are thought to have been CAMBRIA & CATANIA, plus ALBION
& ALEXANDRA.
The ‘Harrogate Pullman’ had proved successful and in June 1924 four ex GE cars
were converted to Brake Van Parlours to replace the bogie brake vans at the ends of
the two sets. TC46 and 57, with 3 seating bays - led the train north in each set.
ANSONIA & ARCADIA, with 4 seating bays - were at the rear of the sets next to a 3rd,
as part of the 2-car Bradford section dropped off at Leeds.
Also in June 1924 another five of the ex GE cars were used in a new venture, the 5car ‘Sheffield Pullman’. TC40 & 41 were converted to Brake Van Parlours for the ends,
with 5 seating bays. Next to these were a 3rd Buffet, plus in the centre was new SR
Buffet car GERALDINE initially, as a publicity exercise. The original formation was
TC40, 45, GERALDINE, 56, 41, although GERALDINE was soon returned to the
SR(A) and replaced by a GE 1st Buffet. So 1924/5 is the time when either TC40 or 41
(with 5 seating bays and windows) could be seen in photos of the ‘Sheffield Pullman’
next to the loco.
In July 1925 the ‘Harrogate Pullman’ was extended from Newcastle to Edinburgh and
the two first class cars in each set were moved one place forward towards the loco of
the north bound trains. To publicise the trains extended service it received three new
8-wheeled 3rd class cars, with two of them in service and one spare. Oddly they only
appear to have been used in one of the sets, replacing the two 1923 GE 3rds between the 1st class cars and the 2-car Bradford section.
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This then made the two 1923 GE thirds spare, allowing TC50 & 51 to become second
class cars Nos 1 & 2, probably for the SR(B) Newhaven-Dieppe boat train. In 1927 the
2nd class Pullman service on that train ended and the cars were re-numbered TC17 &
19. They remained on the SR and worked singly on the ‘Night Ferry’ from 1936.
Meanwhile on the LNER the ‘Sheffield Pullman’ had not been a commercial success
and ended in September 1925, but the authorities still felt that there was scope for two
Pullman trains centred on Harrogate and the West Ridings. So in September 1925 the
cars from both the ‘Harrogate Pullman’ and ‘Sheffield Pullman’ were re-organised into
two Harrogate trains. One being long distance - to Harrogate, Newcastle & Edinburgh
(identified by the cars having long red destination boards), the other serving Leeds,
Bradford & Harrogate (identified by short red destination boards). Both trains had two
6-car sets, although now with only one 1st class car in each. Brake Van Parlours TC40
& 41 from the ‘Sheffield Pullman’ were used to lead the north bound Edinburgh train
and TC46 & 57 led the West Riding train sets. The Edinburgh train sets only had 3rd
Brake Van Parlours during the 1925 Winter service but in 1926 both trains had 1st
Brake Van Parlours at the other ends of the four sets, ANSONIA, ARCADIA,
CAMBRIA & CATANIA. As TC50 & 51 had gone to the SR the two sets of the
Edinburgh train then shared the 4 remaining 1923 GE cars. So 1926-8 is the time
when either TC40 or 41 could be seen next to the loco in photos of the ‘Harrogate
Pullman’ (Edinburgh train). Plan view drawings of all 3 variations of ex GE Pullman
brake van conversions, 3 seating bay, 4-bay and 5-bay, can be seen in ‘The
Locomotive’ magazine for July 15 1924 p221/2 (including roof vent’ positions). One
source is the PRO at Kew, London.
In 1927 the LNER received three new first class cars and ex GE cars NEVADA,
ATLANTA & COLUMBIA were transferred to the LMS in Scotland, remodelled as 27
seat composite Dining cars, with 2+1 seating in line with LMS practice.
The LMS had turned down an earlier proposal by Pullman to operate an all-Pullman
train from Euston to Glasgow and in late 1927 the LNER Harrogate - Edinburgh train
was officially named the ‘Queen of Scots’, probably the name that the LMS Pullman
train would have had. The other Harrogate train was then named the ‘West Riding
Pullman’. Headboards weren’t fitted to the locos of these and other LNER expresses
until 1933.
In May 1928 the ‘Queen of Scots’ was extended to Glasgow and in July completely reequipped with 22 new steel cars, with 8 in each set initially, but 7 after the 1933 speed
up.
Also in May, the ‘West Riding Pullman’ was reformed into one 7-car train set. Then
the train was formed of nominally early ex GE cars, making a single daily return trip to
London and back. The LNER NE section Carriage Roster for July 1929 gives the NE
5-car formation as – BTPV3, 2RFPV, 2RTPV – 4, (42F, 88T) 204 tons. Given the
weight, seating, plus photo evidence, this equates to – GE brake 3rd (3 compartment),
GE 1st, GE 1st, GE 3rd, GE 3rd. To this was added the Bradford & Halifax two car
section of - GE 3rd, GE 1st brake (4 comp). One of the firsts was often an 8-wheeled
car, either ‘steel’ or wooden. The 3rd Brake Van Parlours were either TC46 or 57 and
the three GE thirds initially came from the pool of TC42-45, 47 & 56. Although TC45,
47 and 56 were gradually transferred away to the LNER NB section in Scotland, and
TC43 went to the ‘Eastern Belle’ during the summer.
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So that by 1935 there was just one ex GE third left in the ‘West Riding Pullman’
formation, with TC42 or 44 as part of the 2-car Bradford & Halifax section, next a 1st
Brake, either CAMBRIA or CATANIA. The other thirds were by then ‘steel’ cars. When
the two sections of the ‘up’ train were re-combined at Leeds the brake ends of the two
sections were coupled together, van to van.
The train had an additional 2-car Hull section (‘steel cars’) added in October 1935
and was renamed the ‘Yorkshire Pullman’. Then the trains only ex GE cars were the
two in the Bradford and Halifax section.
After the ‘Queen of Scots’ was re-equipped with steel cars in July 1928 brakes TC40 &
41 plus ANSONIA & ARCADIA became spare. ANSONIA or ARCADIA had been used
as an end car for the Clacton Pullman and initially its successor the ‘Eastern Belle’,
but from circa 1929 they were used at each end of the train. They were demoted to
3rds in 1934 for the train and became TC94/95, then the 1st class passengers were
served by a separate ex GE 1st. These were ALBION in 1937, ALEXANDRA in 1938
and CORSAIR in 1939. 1923 GE car TC52 was also a regular in the Eastern Belle’s
early years but replaced by GE car TC43 in its final years.
In 1929 a 3 year trial of Pullman services began on the GWR. Two of the 19 Pullman
cars sent over were spare brakes TC40 & 41, for use at the ends of the 8-car ‘Torquay
Pullman’. The Pullman trial failed after just two years and in 1931 TC40 & 41 were
transferred to the SR, along with many of the other cars. TC40 & 41 were then used at
the ends of the new ‘Bournemouth Belle’ and spent their final working days on the
train.
In 1929 the LNER was short of Restaurant cars so hired cars and staff from Pullman.
The agreement was initially for the supply of 8 cars, to replace the normal LNER 3-car
dining sets on the Antwerp and Flushing boat trains. In these replacement sets 1923
GE cars were used as the centre Kitchen cars - TC48 (as 2nd), 49 (as 2nd) & 53 (as 1st
class), with an 8-wheeled Parlour car on one or both sides.
The initial agreement was also for a car to replace the LNER Restaurant car on the
Glasgow-Edinburgh & North Berwick train (Lothian Coast Express). The car used was
an early ex GE third, and in 1933 another was in use between Edinburgh and Carlisle,
then in 1936 another was running between Edinburgh and Dundee. The cars used
were TC45, 47 & 56, as non -supplement composites. Although these were LNER
services and not Pullman, the cars were still Pullman staffed and retained the Pullman
livery, but without the PULLMAN name on the facia, which was replaced by a third
fascia scroll. Also, the text ‘RESTAURANT CAR’ was used in the ‘running name’ panel
on the waist.
The war ended all the LNER GE and NB section services and most of the ex GE cars
were sold to the LNER in 1944, to become ‘Staff & Tool’ vans. TC45 & 47 and TC94/5
were spared though and went south to the SR to join brake TC41 on the
‘Bournemouth Belle’. TC94/5 were needed as TC40 had been destroyed in an air-raid
on the ‘Works’ at Preston Park. In 1947 TC17 & 19 also joined the train, together with
12-wheeled cars from the SECR. So it wasn’t long before the ‘Bournemouth Belle’
became home to most of the old 12-wheeled cars, and the train continued mostly in
that form until circa 1960. It was a unique sound to hear the 6-wheel bogies going over
rail joints.
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As for good roof photos of Parlour car SUNBEAM and Buffet car ROSALIND, I don’t
know of any. But of course PADUA and ROSALIND can be seen at Seaburn and
Buffet car MALAGA can be seen at Shepperton station. Plan view drawings of the
Buffet and Parlour cars were published in the Railway Gazette for February 1921, but
don’t show the vent’ positions.
Many thanks Geoff for your detailed response.
The Queen of Scots Train Formation circa 1957.
Terry,
Would it be possible for you to ask the readers of Coupe News if they have any
information on, the Queen of Scots Pullman circa 1957.
I know it was a 10 coach train down & up, and I have some idea what cars were used,
by process of elimination from a list of ER cars of 1954.
Peter Quinn

The PEGASUS Project.
Reader John McCrickard advised me of the following in early February.
I've just seen in the new Railfilms catalogue a DVD called 'The Pegasus Project' on
the restoration of that vehicle - 58min for £20 plus £1.50p&p, available from Tele Rail
(to whom cheques should be made payable), 9a New Street, Carnforth, Lancashire,
LA5 9BX - http://www.railfilms.com/
(Editor - I then contacted Nick Dodson who has kindly responded).
Hi Terry
The programme is nearly ready but we are having a few last minute technical glitches
to sort out. The programme has never been released before and will contain more or
less 100% previously unseen footage from the project. It is in our new catalogue
(pending release).
The price is correct etc and availability will be announced shortly.
Nick Dodson.
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The Devon Belle Project.
Nick Dodson advised me of the following project and requests any help readers can
give.
We are looking for footage for a new project on the history of the Devon Belle.
Production will start next year 2009. Anyone with any amateur footage from days gone
by is welcome to contribute. All films transferred to DVD for the owners free of charge.
Copy of all footage provided on DVD free of charge. If included in the final programme
- due credit and complimentary copy of final release.
Any takers please!

The South Wales Pullman
Terry,
I have two 1926 brake ends, can you advise how many 2nd class and 1st class cars I
require to make the formation of the SWP.
Jonathan Stangroom.
Jonathan, in response.
The service commenced on June 27th 1955 (Locomotive No.5016 Montgomery Castle
hauling the inaugural train).
It was Paddington based with the Pullman stock being based at Old Oak Common.
Trial run of the new service undertaken on June 21st 1955 hauled by Britannia Class
No.70004.
Normally hauled by 4-6-0 Castle Class with a maximum of eight Pullman car
formation.

June 1955 Formation consisted of cars: Car No.55.
Car No.171.
Car No.35.
DIAMOND – DAFFODIL BAR.
CECELIA.
ZENA.
AURELIA.
CAR No.54.
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August 26th 1960 SWP.
Hauled by 5006 TREGENNA CASTLE with Pullman Cars,
CAR No.54, CAR No.171, CAR No.35, DIAMOND – DAFFODIL BAR, CECILIA,
ZENA, CAR No.27.
CAR No.54 S/No.157 of 1923 Kitchen Third Class (Covers 39) – Rebuilt to Parlour
Brake in 1937 (Covers 33).
CAR No.171 S/No. 171 of 1924 Kitchen First Class PAULINE – Remodelled to Third
Class Kitchen allocated the identity of CAR No.171 in 1947 (Covers 30).
CAR No.35 S/No.193 of 1926 Parlour Third Class – Remodelled to Second Class in
1946 (Covers 42). Remodelled 1951 and fitted with square toilet windows to match the
new Golden Arrow Cars of 1951/2.
DIAMOND DAFFODIL BAR (see below history etc).
CECILIA S/No.205 of 1927 Kitchen First Class (Covers 22).
ZENA S/No.254 of 1928 Parlour First Class (Covers 24).
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CAR No.27.S/No.146 of 1923 CAR No.80 Kitchen Third Class (Covers 39) in 1928
became CAR No.27 Third Class (Covers remain at 39). Remodelled in 1937 to Brake
Parlour (Covers 30).
2 x Brake Parlours Second Class. = 63 Second Class Covers.
1 x Kitchen Second Class.
= 30
1 x Parlour Second Class.
= 42
1 x Bar Car
12 First Class Covers.
1 x Kitchen First Class.
22
1 x Parlour First Class.
24
135 Second Class Covers
58 First Class Covers
Total Covers = 193
September 12th 1958 SWP noted hauled by 5091 CLEEVE ABBEY consisting 8 x
Pullman cars.
1955 – 56 Down Working:
09.55 Paddington arriving at Swansea 14.00.
Newport, Cardiff, Port Talbot & Neath.
1957 Down Working:
08.50 Paddington arriving at Swansea 13.10.
Newport, Cardiff, Port Talbot & Neath.
1955 – 56 Up Working:
16.35 Swansea arriving at Paddington 20.45
Calling at Neath, Port Talbot, Cardiff & Newport.
1957 Up Working:
16.35 Swansea arriving at Paddington 20.45
Calling at Neath, Port Talbot, Cardiff & Newport.
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DIAMOND – DAFFODIL BAR.
The train formation included the famous DIAMOND - DAFFODIL BAR car (ex Pullman
car DIAMOND of 1928) With Lady Pullman Car Attendant.
Originally built in 1924 for the Pullman Car Company by the BRC&W Co at
Smethwick. Allocated the name OCTAVIA (I) – Kitchen First car.
In 1925 with nine other cars transferred to the CIWL and moved by rail to Italy.
Operated between Milan & Nice. Allocated CIWL identification of No.57.
Returned to the UK in 1928 with 7 of the original 10 cars exported.
The other two cars went to Egypt for CIWL services.
On return to the UK went to BRC&W Co works for overhaul and allocated the name
DIAMOND remaining as a Kitchen first Class car with 22 covers.
October 16th 1940 Damaged by enemy action.
April 1946 rebuilt by the Pullman Car Company at Preston Park Works, Brighton to a
BAR CAR configuration with a Bar counter with stools and 12 covers re-named
“TRIANON BAR”.
Early July 1946 re-named the ONE HUNDRED BAR, then re-named again in late July
to the NEW CENTURY BAR.
May 1955 Re-modelled at Pullman Car Company Workshops at Preston Park,
Brighton and re-named DIAMOND DAFFODIL BAR (Covers 12 with stools at Bar).
September 8th 1961 final locomotive hauled operation of the SWP.
As of September 11th 1961 formation changed to the new Blue Pullman DMU set and
was based at Swansea.
Finally to create the perfect train why not add the Precision Labels overlays to the
Pullman cars.
L19A

THE SOUTH WALES PULLMAN 1955-61

Full side panel labels for the latest super-detailed Hornby Pullman cars, to
make authentic coaches
for the South Wales Pullman as running between 1955 and 1961.
In the original Pullman coat of arms livery (vertical lions) on smooth plated
sides, with names as:
•
•
•
•
•

CAR No 54 (Brake Second)
CAR No 35 (Parlour Second)
DIAMOND / DAFFODIL BAR (Kitchen First Bar Car Conversion)
CECILIA (Kitchen First)
CHLORIA (Kitchen First)
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•

CAR No 27 (Brake Second)

Kitchen Second and First bodies are interchangeable - only internal seating
differs.
The pack also contains all of the required decorations for this named train:
•
•
•

The loco headboard,
Set of 17-foot ex-GWR style roof boards,
Later set of 11-foot standard BR roof boards.
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A model of this train would be complete with Western Region headcode panels
(see our L30 and WL30 packs),
showing codes: F14, A29 or 164.
This train also made use of some of the former Queen Of Scots Pullman cars,
modelled by Hornby as R223 and R233.This pack is not suitable for those
coaches - see instead L19 for car replacement names.
£22.99

.

For further information visit http://www.precisiondecals.com
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Text by Doug Lindsay & Photographs both Doug and Brad Joyce.
Visit Brad’s web site for further photographs www.gallerybrad.fotopic.net
As is probably well known now in railway circles, Victa Westlink, the company that
took over the ailing FM Rail when that into receivership a year or so ago, was itself
absorbed into the Stobart Group late last year.
Victa Westlink had ‘inherited’ the Hertfordshire Rail Tours brand when they were
bought by FM Rail the year before and Victa had been operating most of the HRT
tours since the take-over.
Stobart, who use the Train Operator DRS for their freight services are to continue to
market these Luxury Passenger Tours but are rebranding them as the Stobart
Pullman.
I have been employed as an Ad-Hoc Train Manager for the former Hertfordshire Rail
Tours since September last year and am continuing in that position for the time being
under the new Stobart Pullman banner.
In fact, since retiring from Resco Railways I am now self employed and have set up
DSL On Train Services as a provider of Train Management services to the charter
market
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Doug Lindsay.

I caught a train at a very frosty Headcorn at 07.00 on Tuesday 12th February, arriving
at Charing Cross about 08.15, then made my way via an extremely busy Circle Line
underground train to Victoria arriving about 09.00. There I met up with other Stobart
Pullman staff, guests and other acquaintances and we discussed the day ahead.
The set was prepared after some Winter Maintenance and arrived ECS at Victoria on
time at 10.27 on February 12th as planned, The two re-liveried Class 47s which
top’n’tailed the train had been named, 47712 becoming ‘Pride of Carlisle’ and 47802
‘Pride of Cumbria’. The stock consisted of seven Mark III FOs, two Kitchen Cars
80042 and 1657 and Mark II BFK 17159.
Invited guests included many former Hertfordshire Rail Tours regular customers,
several members of the Eddie Stobart Society, a selection of personnel who are
providers to both DRS and Stobart including people from Network Rail and a guest
from The Rolling Stock Library. Also several members of the Railway Press were on
board as was Pete Waterman the celebrity ‘Railway Enthusiast’! Many DRS and
Stobart directors and managers were on board as well to host their guests and provide
information on the launch of the new brochure and Tour Programme for the
forthcoming season.
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After much photography on Platform 2 at Victoria the train left on time at 10.43 for the
tour of Surrey and Hampshire. This is the second time I had Train Managed the Mark
III Cars from Victoria, the previous occasion being the ‘Sussex Carol Christmas Lunch’
on December 11 th 2007 which, incidentally took the same route, and indeed one of
the participants was our own Charles Long! It is an odd feeling boarding Mark III cars
at Victoria, something we are not used to, and previously something only reserved for
Royal workings on the Southern!
Once the train was on the move I made my ‘welcome’ announcements over the train’s
PA system, gave a brief resumé of where we were going, the route etc, told everyone
who was responsible for the train, the operation and the catering and explaining this
new ‘partnership’ which forms the basis of the Stobart Pullman.

Doug Lindsay.

Meanwhile champagne and canapés were being served as we traversed the
wonderful sights of South London in the now bright Winter sunshine. After our
circuituous route through Herne Hill and Streatham we accessed the LSW Main Line
at Wimbledon and set off towards Salisbury. As we passed through Basingstoke
Luncheon service commenced (I have attached the Menu) and I partook of Smoked
Salmon dish.
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Intermittently I made further announcements to point out places of interest en-route
and to ask if anyone had any problems that they should alert the attendants who
would in turn refer any queries to me or other member of the train’s staff. We bypassed Salisbury using the Laverstock Curve and headed south towards
Southampton whilst enjoying the main course of Guinea Fowl. Progress was a little
pedestrian through Southampton due possibly to a late running slow train ahead, and
after passing the Siemens Maintenance Works at Northam we veered right at St
Denys and took the coast line making a timely arrival at Fareham to change crews.
However, we were somewhat late departing Fareham and remained so for the rest of
the journey, indeed an ‘incident’ at Guildford concerning a regular SWT Unit also
helped to increase the delay and thereby we lost our ‘path’ for the rest of the journey,
finally arriving at Euston some 20 minutes late. However, the rather slow progress on
the return allowed time to enjoy our dessert and cheese courses whilst admiring the
countryside bathed in bright winter sunshine.

Doug Lindsay.

From what I saw, many new friendships were forged as our guests partook of
informed conversation and exchange of views over their liqueurs and this bodes well
for the future of the Stobart Pullman. Our caterers, Premier Train Catering, provided
superb fare in their inimitable style with all the flair of the ‘real’ Pullman days and
looked excellent in their smart white jackets with gold accessories. Indeed all the train
crew were sporting new Stobart or DRS uniforms and brought a new air of efficiency
to the luxury dining train marketplace.
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Doug Lindsay.

Let us hope this new ‘brand’ in the field of charter services continues to uphold the
tradition of Pullman as we launch into the 2008 season.
I’m sure G M Pullman himself would be proud to know that his name lives on, not only
on trains, but as a general adjective for anything that is just that bit better than the
norm!!!
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Doug Lindsay.

Finally, if any readers wish to have the new 2008 Stobart Pullman brochure there is a
Brochure Request field on the website www.stobartpullman.co.uk
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Brad Joyce.

I look forward to seeing some of you on one of the forthcoming tours!
Doug Lindsay.
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Bluebell Railway – David Jones.
Following up on the note in the last Coupe News concerning the return of Pullman Car
‘Eagle’ to the NRM, this has now been deferred for the time being as the modifications
necessary to the BGZ Brake Van to make it suitable for the storage of crockery and
cutlery will take a little time.
Consequently, this 1960s Car has now been returned to the ‘Golden Arrow’ Pullman
rake and was used in the regular evening and lunchtime trains, plus the two special
Valentines services on February 14th, one an afternoon teatime special, and the other
a normal dinner train in the evening.

David Jones.

Pullman Car ‘Eagle’ in the 2.30 p.m. ‘Golden Arrow’ teatime special awaiting
passengers at Sheffield Park Station.
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Dear Terry,
Here is a picture I came across from circa 1968, of a camping coach at Strome Ferry
station on the Dingwall to Kyle of Lochalsh line.
Thought you might like to see it anyway.
Brian George
Nottingham

Many thanks Brian for forwarding the photograph which started its working life with the
Pullman Company as S/No.186 CAR No.58 of July 1925. Finally withdrawn from
operational use in1962.
A second lease of life commenced as “Pullman Camping Coach SC49”.
March 1963 conversion to BR (Pullman Drawing No.162) and allocated as follows: 1963 to 1964 Plockton, Ross & Cromarty (Kyle of Lochalsh line)
1965
Golspie, Sutherland (Inverness to Wick line)
1966 to 1967 Strome Ferry, Ross & Cromarty (Kyle of Lochalsh line)
The exact date of being taken out of operational use is not known.’
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Sheffield Railwayana Auction Limited.
Saturday March 15th 2008
The auction will be held at The Gateway Centre, Derbyshire County Cricket Club, off
Nottingham Road, Derby DE21 6AF.
Starting at 11 am. Viewing is from 7.30 am till 11 am on the day of the sale.
Ample free parking;
LOTS 40-45: PULLMAN CAR ITEMS.

40 - HEADBOARD: “GOLDEN ARROW”
In green with shaded yellow lettering and the large arrow in yellow and gold leaf
piercing it through the middle. The three-flight arrow is 66” from tip to tail and the
central disc is 33” in diameter. Clearly visible on the black painted back is the legend
“Motive Power Depot Stewarts Lane.” The back also features a large bracket for fitting
to the smokebox door. BR Southern Region commissioned this design which
coincided both with the introduction of the two “Britannia Class” Pacifics, 70004
“William Shakespeare” and 70014 “Iron Duke,” to the service in 1951 and the
“Festivalof Britain” exhibition held in London the same year. They were used until the
early 1960s when the service was taken over by the 2,550HP third rail electric
locomotives (later class 71) and a plain headboard was made for these. Good, exservice condition with the usual knocks and scrapes of service. The vendor bought the
headboard in 1963 from Stewarts Lane depot and has owned it ever since.

41 - CARRIAGE PRINT: “GOLDEN ARROW” CONTINENTAL EXPRESS
By Richard Ward from the Southern Region (B) series issued in 1956. The artist
shows the famous Southern express emerging from the unusually shaped portals of
Shakespeare Tunnel, between Dover and Folkestone.
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The locomotive is a BR standard “Britannia” class 4-6-2 Pacific, probably 70004
“WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.” The 11:00 departure from Victoria to Paris had operated
for some time before gaining the title “Golden Arrow” in 1929. A much sought after
print and rare being in very good unused condition, except for a slight crease in the
border. In an original type glazed wooden frame.

42 - POSTER: GOLDEN ARROW.
A double-royal poster of the famous express arriving at Paris Gare du Nord by Pierre
Fix-Masseau (1905-1994) in his unmistakable art- nouveau style commissioned in
1988. A modern work but in true golden age style and included as part of the “Golden
Arrow” theme in this auction. Very desirable. Rolled, VGC.

43 - VSOE D/R poster: PARIS – VENICE SIMPLON ORIENT EXPRESS.
Art-nouveau style artwork showing Parisian scenes again by Pierre Fix-Masseau and
dated 1979. One of a series of posters commissioned by Sea Containers (at that time
the owners of VSOE) to commemorate the re-introduction of the London – Venice
luxury express in 1980. Rolled, a couple of small tears at base (one repaired), good
otherwise.
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44 - PULLMAN CARS SILVERPLATE SUGAR SHAKER
Manufactured by Walker & Hall. Lighthouse style, 2¾” diameter base, 1¾” diameter
body, 5¼” tall. The company coat of arms with the wording “Pullman Car Company
Limited” in garter round the edge is clearly incised on the side. VGC.

45 - PULLMAN CARS SILVERPLATE GRAPEFRUIT BOWL
Manufactured by Mappin & Webb. 4•” diameter base, 4•” diameter dish, 2½” tall.
Thecompany coat of arms with the wording “Pullman Car Company Limited” in garter
round the edge is clearly incised on the side. VGC.
Postal Auction.
THE RESULTS OF THE POSTAL AUCTION (LOTS 501-1499) WILL NOT BE
KNOWN UNTIL 6:00p.m. ON TUESDAY 25th MARCH.
TELEPHONE NUMBER (01234 391459) APPLIES TO THE POSTAL AND
TELEPHONE AUCTION SECTION (LOTS 1500-1628).
All items shown in this catalogue will be on view at our Railwayana Auction venue on
Saturday 15th March from 7:30am to 1:00pm only:
The Gateway Centre, Derbyshire County Cricket Club, Nottingham Road, DERBY
DE21 6AF.
825 - PULLMAN
Handbill for trains between London and Edinburgh. Green print, undated, circa
1920s.Small annotation, pin and filing holes. £10
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826 - SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Handbill for Pullman cars between London and Folkestone. Red and black print, dated
October 1923. Small string tear top centre. £10
838 - LNER
Handbill “Sunday by the Sea. London & Clacton in 97 Minutes – The Non-Stop
Clacton Pullman”. Red and black print, dated May 1927. Pin holes. £10
887 - PULLMAN CAR COMPANY
Published booklet “The Golden Way.” Coloured pictorial paperback covers advertising
“Abdulla” cigarettes. 88pp dated April 1931. VGC. £30
888 - LNER
6pp leaflet “Eastern Belle Pullman Ltd Excursions de Luxe”. Pink coloured paper
photo illustration on front showing loco Sandringham and train. Dated July 1932.
Details excursions from Liverpool St to east coast resorts. VGC. £20
1129 - PULLMAN
Silverplate, small size tea pot, manufactured by Walker & Hall. 6” diameter over
handle, 3” high. Coat of arms stamped into side. £10
1132 - PULLMAN
Silverplate, small size, two handled sugar bowl, manufactured by Walker & Hall.
5”diameter over handles, 2” high. Coat of arms stamped into side. £10
1157 - WAGONS LITS
Brass ashtray. 5½" diameter, ornate edge design with intertwined initials in centre.
Good used condition. £15
1177 - THE GOLDEN ARROW.
Maroon and yellow coloured tie-on luggage label. VGC. £5
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GOLDEN AGE MODELS LIMITED.
Construction: All models are hand built using a high quality soldered brass
construction. The bodies are removable by screws underneath to allow access to the
interior if needed. All wheels are made in stainless steel to prevent corrosion.
External detail: Includes brass maker's plates, sprung buffers, water filler pipes and
full underframe, roof and end detail etc. 1928 Cars have the fully riveted roof and "K"
Type cars have the angled trussed underframe. The Devon Belle Observation Cars
and some of the older "K" Type Cars have match-boarded and panelled sides.
Interior detail: Highly detailed interior includes tables and chairs using quality resin
castings to reduce weight. Curtains and internal handrails are provided. Kitchen Cars
have visible kitchen detail and Bar Cars have visible bar detail.
Extra features: Coaches have working table lamps and/or interior lighting using the
electricity from the rails. Special brackets are fitted for changeable roof nameboards. A
selection of nameboards from the famous trains are available as optional extras.
Authentic buck-eye type couplings are fitted and alternatives are provided to allow
locomotives and other types of couplings to join on.
Fully painted and finished: All coaches are supplied with a high quality paint finish in
Pullman colours and are ready to run. They are professionally built and painted by
some of the world's finest model makers in South Korea. Every coach is supplied in a
high quality presentation box which is foam lined for protection.

928 1st PARLOU1R CAR "AGATHA"
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1928 1st KITCHEN CAR "IONE"

1928 PARLOUR CAR "CAR No.73"

"K" TYPE 1st KITCHEN AND BAR CAR "THE NEW CENTURY BAR"
(wooden panelled)
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DEVON BELLE OBSERVATION CAR (wooden panelled)

The Photographs above are only a small selection of the models on offer and come
courtesy of Tony Wright and the British Railway Modelling magazine.
Gauge "OO" prices are as follows:
1 coach £345 and 5 or more coaches £325 each.
Gauge "O" prices are as follows:
1 coach £675 and 5 or more coaches £645 each.
Gauge "1" prices are as follows:
1 coach £995 and 5 or more coaches £965 each.
For further information.
Golden Age Models Limited,
P.O. Box No. 888,
Swanage,
Dorset,
BH19 9AE,
United Kingdom.
Tel : (0) 1929 – 480210 ( with answerphone )
E-mail : quentin@goldenagemodels.net
Proprietor and Director : Quentin Poore
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Tony Harker – Request your help.
On October 25th a Pullman train formed of 4 cars visited Blandford Forum on a
special train booked by Flight Refuelling.
Does anyone know if it is possible to find out which cars were used on this special.
The only reference I have is the photograph of the train approaching Blandford from
presumably a book as it is a photocopy of a page numbered 61, but I don't know
which book.

Tony,
I would say the photograph is from the Railway Magazine. Alas the car ID's cannot be
identified. The first car behind the locomotive is a Kitchen, the second is one of the
Golden Arrow rebuilds of the early 1950's as the oval toilet window is square to match
the 1951/2 cars for the Golden Arrow. The third car is one of the "U" type cars built in
1951/2 for the Golden Arrow, and I am 80% sure the last car is a parlour brake.
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Car 14 Update – Steve Doughty
Work on Car 14 continues apace at Rampart Carriage and Wagon in Derby. The
exterior is now complete and looks magnificent. Hopefully, I will have some pictures
for the next edition of Coupe News. On the inside we have had to do a bit more work
than we had hoped, although this is not really bad news as this has helped to further
restore the car to her original condition and reduces the amount of the work to be
done later. Essentially, this has involved the removal of the ‘mock English pub’ interior
that was installed for the ‘Flying Scotsman tour of the USA from the observation end.
This was necessary for two reasons. Firstly, the additional panelling had reduced the
interior width such that the original seat design would not fit. Secondly, much of this
interior was in poor condition and at risk of coming away from the sides and more
importantly, the ceiling. This was clearly something of a safety hazard and as such
made the decision easy. Removal has revealed more of the original features of the car
– fortunately the sidewall panels had merely been covered over not removed so we
can now enjoy the original profile. We have also discovered the original lighting
circuits and while the lamp fittings are sadly long gone, when connected up we were
delighted to find that they still worked! The main job still to be completed now is the
seats, which are now being made. We have received the seat material, known as
moquette, which has been produced to the original design in maroon with a gold
pattern. We have decided not to go for a carpet to the original design partly because
of cost (some £3000) but also because it would need to be replaced when we
undertake the restoration of the original bar area as the floor layout is different.
The only issue of course has been the extra cost of this work. We have to date spent
some £77,000 on this project, of which £50,000 has been covered by donations, the
sponsorship of the seats and the proceeds of the Trust's annual draw. The balance
has had to be found from scarce Trust general funds and as we are still not complete,
we are still very much in need of additional funds, which can be sent online at
http://www.swanagerailwaytrust.org.uk/appeals/index.htm or conventionally to
Swanage Railway Trust, Station House, Swanage, DORSET, BH19 1HB.
Car 14 should be delivered to Swanage in April/May. She promises to be a superb
addition to our beautiful railway and I very much look forward to seeing her full of
passengers.
Steve Doughty
Deputy Chairman
Swanage Railway Trust
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An interesting picture of the car has recently come to light (attached), although of poor
quality. It was the winner of a Cambridge University Railway Club competition and
taken in 1948 shows the 'N' class banking engine through the end window. The CURC
have kindly given their permission for us to use the picture, but have been unable to
help find a better copy and they have no contacts for the photographer, a
D.B.C.Verney. If anyone can help here, I'd be most grateful.
BLV S2464S - Churchill Van Update.
Work on the Churchill bogie luggage van has yet to start, pending submission of a
heritage lottery funding application. We are in the process of soliciting restoration bids
and hope to have our bid in by the end of April. However, as we don't expect the HLF
to cover all costs, we are still raising funds in other ways and are very keen to receive
donations, either on-line at
http://www.swanagerailwaytrust.org.uk/appeals/index.htm or conventionally at
Swanage Railway Trust, Station House, Swanage, DORSET, BH19 1HB.
Steve Doughty
Swanage Railway Trust
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Tail Lamp.
My thanks to all who have contributed to this edition with articles and/or photographs,
without your contributions this edition would be much the poorer.
The name of Pullman appears on another train formation with the “Stobart Pullman”,
alas looking nothing like a Pullman train I have ever seen, some may say it’s not a true
Pullman and I would agree. But, reading Doug Lindsay’s article on the inaugural it
comes down to the service offered on board that they class Pullman.
For those passengers who have and will be travelling on the train as it travels around
the United Kingdom, will they ever know the true meaning of Pullman Service and
Tradition long since withdrawn the United Kingdom.
I visited The Festival of British Railway Modelling Harrogate on February 16th with
three fellow members of the Middlesbrough Model Railway Club.
A great day out for the average price of 3 pints of Foster’s.
I firstly visited the trade stands with my list of wants, no locomotives this time, just
Bulleid and Maunsell coaches, at the end of the day I came away with my list of
purchases completed. On the second hand front with regard to Pullman cars they
ranged from £10 for Hornby 1928 cars (no lights) to £55 for Tri-ang Blue Pullman
centre coach. On visiting the Golden Age Models stand I was most impressed with the
range of ‘00’ gauge Pullman cars now available. The cars do not come cheap, but true
Pullman quality is always reflected in the purchase price. You won’t be disappointed if
you purchase one or more of these cars.
I then took a leisurely walk around the exhibition layouts, looking out especially for any
Pullman train workings. I was not to be disappointed with a Blue Pullman, Queen of
Scots and Bournemouth Belle train formations in operation. I have yet to see a layout
with a Pullman Camping Coach in the station yard siding or in a freight train formation
enroute to or from a workshop visit at the end or start of the holiday season.
Which leads to ask if any reader has a Pullman Camping Coach on their layout or
seen one on an exhibition layout, I would be interested in viewing any photographs.

Remember - “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.
T.Bye March 1st 2008.

